Formation of fourth-sound shock waves in narrow channels filled with superfluid helium is studied. Physical and mathematical conditions at the surface of discontinuity are established. These conditions differ somewhat from those in case of first-and second-sound waves. The velocity of discontinuity coincides with that of fourth sound. The jumps of temperature and the superfluid velocity are shown to be of the first order as to the pressure jumps. * Electronic address: N.Pushkina@mererand.com
I. INTRODUCTION
In a narrow channel filled with superfluid helium the normal component can be locked by viscous forces when the free path of excitations is comparable or exceeds the diameter of a channel. But sound waves can still propagate through the superfluid component, and such kind of oscillations is called fourth-sound waves [1, 2] . At rather low temperatures T ≤ 1, 2
• K (see Ref. [3] ) the fourth-sound attenuation is so small that it does not exceed the uncertainty in the measurement of this quantity. In any case the dominant source of fourth-sound attenuation is the dissipation on the walls of a channel due to slipping of the normal component along the walls if there is such slipping. In case the normal component is completely locked one can say that fourth sound is a wave without dissipation. In this paper the formation of shock waves due to propagation of finite-amplitude fourth sound is studied.
II. THEORY
Discontinuities of finite-amplitude first-and second-sound waves, that is in case of a bulk superfluid, were studied previously by Khalatnikov, see Ref.
[2]. In that case, at the surface of discontinuity the following quantities should satisfy the conditions of continuity:
the mass flux density, momentum flux density, the force acting on the unit mass of the superfluid part of helium and the energy flux density. For fourth-sound shock waves the conditions on the surface of discontinuity are somewhat different. First, we cannot use the condition of continuity for the momentum flux density, because it does not include the dominant viscous force that reduces the normal component velocity to zero. There is also a peculiarity concerning entropy, and we shall dwell on it below. At the same time the following three continuity conditions should hold just as in the case of first-and second-sound shock waves.
1. The mass flux density
square brackets mean the difference of the values of quantities on different sides of the surface of discontinuity, ρ s , ρ n are the superfluid and normal densities of helium, v s , v n are the velocities of superfluid and normal parts.
2. The force acting on the unit mass of the superfluid part of helium
µ is the chemical potential which depends on thermodynamic variables, say, the fluid pressure p and temperature T and on the squared difference of the normal and superfluid velocities
Here ρ, σ are the fluid density and the entropy per unit mass. They also depend on pressure p and temperature T and on the squared difference of the normal and superfluid velocities.
One can see that the first term in (3) satisfies continuity conditions due to the equalities (1) and (2), and the second and third terms in (3) don't contribute to the energy flux because the normal velocity is reduced to zero. Thus this condition can be regarded as already satisfied. Now let's admit that on one side of the discontinuity surface there is an undisturbed fluid, where the velocities v s and v n are equal to zero, and all the quantities are equal to their equilibrium values. Hence in Eqs.
(1)−(3) the supefluid and normal velocities in the coordinate system moving with the shock front velocity u are equal to −u on the undisturbed side, while on the other side they are equal correspondingly to v s − u and to −u . As a result the continuity conditions (1), (2) in the coordinate system moving with the discontinuity velocity become
The index 0 denotes equilibrium values on the undisturbed side while the values on the other side are written without any index.
Now we shall take into account that, as it was noted above, if there is no slipping of the normal component along the walls of the channel, fourth sound in superfluid helium can be regarded as being a non-non-dissipating wave. Fourth sound propagates in a superfluid part of helium, and since superfluid flow involves no entropy transfer, the entropy value remains the same on both sides of the surface of discontinuity,
As a result we have ultimately three conditions on the surface of discontinuity unlike the case of first-and second-sound shock waves where there are four conditions. But actually we do not need the fourth equation because the number of variables has been reduced to three since v n = 0, and we have just three equations. As it was noted above the density, entropy and chemical potential are the functions of pressure p, temperature T and of the squared difference of the normal and superfluid velocities (v n − v s ) 2 , see Ref.
[4] (in our
We shall expand the thermodynamic quantities as a power series of △p = p − p 0 and of △T = T − T 0 , limiting ourselves with the first approximation. In superfluid helium the thermal expansion coefficient is known to be extremely small, and for this reason we can neglect the dependence of the fluid density on temperature and the dependence of entropy per unit mass on pressure. With this we obtain Eqs. (4)−(6) in the form
This system of equations yields the following expression for the velocity u of the shock front in the first approximation:
Since the velocity of first sound equals u , the expression for the velocity of the fourth sound shock front can be rewritten as
This expression is just the velocity of fourth sound in superfluid helium. Thus one may say that weak jumps of pressure and temperature in narrow channels of superfluid helium propagate with the fourth-sound velocity. It is seen from the system of equations (7)− (9) that the temperature and superfluid velocity discontinuities are of the first order as to the pressure discontinuity △p. In this point there is a difference between the case of fourth-sound shock waves and the case of first-and second-sound shock waves. When the discontinuity surface moves with the velocity of first-sound wave, temperature jumps as well as normal-and superfluid-velocity difference jumps are of the second order as to the pressure discontinuities. While in case of shock-front movement with the velocity of second sound the pressure jumps prove to be of a higher order as to the discontinuities of the temperature and normal-and superfluid velocity difference.
III. CONCLUSION
The formation of shock waves of finite-amplitude fourth sound is studied. The velocity of the discontinuity in the first approximation is found to be the same as the velocity of fourth sound. This is similar to the cases of first-and second-sound shock waves. But unlike these cases in fourth-sound shock waves the temperature and superfluid velocity jumps turn to be of the first order as to the pressure jump, that is these jumps are of the same order of magnitude.
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